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The seismic performance of timber-framed structures filled with stones and
earth mortar has been analyzed by introducing the structural subscales (cell, wall,
house) at which monotonic and cyclic loadings were considered. This article aims
to present the dynamic behavior of a house as determined through shaking table
tests. Based on this experimental multiscale analysis, this paper confirms that
timbered masonry structures offer effective seismic resistance; moreover, such
a comprehensive analysis helps enhance understanding of the seismic-resistant
behavior of timber-framed structures with infill. This paper also aids ongoing
development of a numerical tool intended to predict the seismic-resistant
behavior of this type of structure. [DOI: 10.1193/010516EQS002M]

INTRODUCTION

According to Gurpinar et al. (1981), the existence of timber-framed structures with infill
dates back several millennia, having originated in the Neo-Hittite states (northern Syria and
southern Turkey), where timber-framed structures filled with adobe were already widespread.
In Italy, an archaeological excavation campaign in Herculaneum revealed a building during
Roman times featuring two levels of wood-framed structure with infill. This type of structure
was listed under the name of Craticii or Opus Craticium by Vitruvius (Langenbach 2007).
Moreover, such buildings are found throughout the world (Vieux-Champagne et al. 2014)
and are still being built in most countries.

Timbered masonry structures are popular worldwide mainly for their reduced construc-
tion cost, thanks to the use of local resources and know-how, as well as for their aesthetics
and/or ability to achieve greater resistance to seismic forces (see Dutu et al. 2012). Traditional
timbered-framed structures with infill have indeed exhibited remarkable behavior during
recent major earthquakes (Turkey in 1999, Greece in 2003, Kashmir in 2005, Haiti in
2010, or China in 2013), often sustaining very little damage. In contrast, the seismic-resistant
behavior of new construction made of masonry blocks or concrete has generally been subpar
or even disastrous (Haiti in 2010). Haiti’s problems stemmed from the lack of a building code
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and standards for designing structures, which was due to the fact that seismic forces tend not
to be considered in the design of most engineered buildings, as well as to the presence of poor
quality construction and/or materials (see Paultre et al. 2013 and Dogangun et al. 2006).
Ensuring a structural implementation that meets building codes carries with it a relatively
high cost, thus making modern construction techniques inaccessible to the majority of
localities (Tobriner 2000, Makarios and Demosthenous 2006, Langenbach 2008, Audefroy
2011, and Qu et al. 2014).

These findings raise an issue concerning the minimal importance assigned to local
architecture by the scientific community, as well as by those responsible for reconstruction
efforts. A number of research projects have recently been conducted to enhance knowledge
of the seismic-resistant behavior with respect to traditional wood-framed structures with
infill. As regards experimental works, the following authors, whose scale of investigation
has ranged from the connection to the shear wall, can be cited (see Figure 1):

• Connection: Ali et al. (2012) (“Dhajji-Dewari” construction);
• Elementary cell: Ferreira et al. (2012) (“Pombalino” construction);
• Reduced scale of a shear wall: Cruz et al. (2001) (“Pombalino” construction) and

Vasconcelos et al. (2013) (“Pombalino” construction);
• Shear wall: Meireles et al. (2012) (“Pombalino” construction), Poletti and Vasconcelos

(2014) (“Pombalino” construction), Ali et al. (2012), Ceccotti et al. (2004) (“Maso”
construction), Aktas et al. (2013) (“Himis” construction);

• Building: none, to the best of the authors’ knowledge.

All these shear tests are based on a quasi-static loading and corroborate the good seismic
resistance of such structures, even though structurally speaking they are quite distinct.

This paper will present the experimental study of a timbered masonry structure in Haiti,
called “Kay peyi,” in an attempt to analyze its behavior under seismic loads. The aim here is
to offer a scientific assessment of the structure’s implementation. This work program is based
on specific buildings, as shown in Figure 2, built as part of different Haitian reconstruction
projects (i.e., Misereor, SC/CF projects in collaboration with the CRAterre laboratory and
local partners, such as the Haitian NGO “GADRU”).

Figure 1. The four scales of this experimental study (house model sketched by C. Belinga
Nko’o).
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This dynamic structural behavior will be studied at scale 4 (building) in order to complete
the first part of the quasi-static experimental campaign, which encompasses the connection
(scale 1) and the elementary cell (scale 2) and extends to the shear wall (scale 3, Vieux-
Champagne et al. 2014). This multiscale approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

Such an approach provides an understanding of the behavior of the various wall
components. At the first scale, type-1 connections will be studied to determine the
local influence of the nail number under two loading directions. The elementary cell
scale then serves to analyze the influence of the type and presence of infill. Scale 3
(wall) will be examined as a means of emphasizing the structure’s overall behavior.
Lastly, scale 4 (house) provides a complete understanding of the structure, as regards
the dynamic behavior of the transverse walls, the in-plane wall, the roof, and the con-
nections at the wall–roof interface.

For purposes of this study:

• A representative ground motion of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake has been designed
(100% deterministic), based on both the local seismic context and typical Port-
au-Prince soil;

• A seismic signal calibrated on acceleration spectra, representative of Guadeloupe’s
high seismic hazard zone (Bertil et al. 2010), has been introduced.

These signals yield an analysis of the structure under the actual Haitian ground motion, a
ground motion that complies with current regulations, and a high-frequency range capable of
optimizing shake table capacity.

This article is divided into three parts: The first section will present the test building and
materials used in its construction. Next, the second section will describe the shake table test
program (experimental set-up, instrumentation, and the simulated ground motion), while the
last section will report and discuss the results of this campaign.

Figure 2. Rural Haitian houses.
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TEST BUILDING AND MATERIALS

Filled wood structures are built in many countries (including France, Germany, Italy,
Pakistan, India and Haiti) (see Langenbach 2006, Makarios and Demosthenous 2006,
and Dogangun et al. 2006), in recognition of the use in most cases of natural materials
available on-site. This solution therefore is environmentally friendly (a key concern in
developed countries), while offering simpler building conditions and a lower cost (major
considerations in emerging countries).

Three main types of such structures are prevalent in Haitian rural reconstruction projects:
(1) bracing by means of San Andrew’s crosses (X-cross), filled with natural stones and
bonded by an earth mortar (see Figure 2); (2) bracing with just one diagonal and filled
with adobe (handmade earth brick); and (3) bracing by wattle and daub (W & D) panels
(with a frame made of pieces of wood or bamboo) and filled by earth mortar. The
X-cross wall filled with stones was selected for this study by virtue of being easiest to
build and thus the most widespread. The X-crosses simplify filling of the structure and
enhance safety in the case of falling stones thanks to smaller-sized infill components.
Large pieces of wood however are more difficult to procure by the local population.

The house has a footprint of 4.65� 4.65m2; it is 3.20 m high (at the ridge) and symme-
trical about the N–S axis (i.e., the loading direction, see Figure 6). The shear walls have six
vertical posts, with a window and door respectively between posts 2–3 and 4–5 in the N–S
direction. The transverse walls are identical, with six vertical posts as well and one window
located between posts 3 and 4. The specimen was anchored into steel beams by means of
40 bolts (two between each pair of vertical posts, which were themselves bolted onto the
table; see Figures 5b and 5c).

The earth is composed of a 4∕1 ratio of a 0–25 mm sifted clayey earth, a 1∕2 ratio of
water (depending on the water content of sand) and a 1∕1 ratio (very coarse measurement) of
sisal fibers (easily available in Haiti). To prevent the mortar from cracking, water content
must be limited in the earth and moreover sisal fibers need to be added.

These fibers serve to limit the onset of cracking and its propagation in the mortar. Plain
shank nails (also called “common nails” or “wooden nails”) are placed inside wood triangles
in order to improve the bond between both parts.

The bracings are composed of Saint Andrew’s crosses with one continuous diagonal and
another diagonal divided into two parts (Figure 1); they are connected to the vertical post
using two 70 mm long wooden nails (Figure 3b). These techniques facilitate construction and
avoid weakening the wood, as opposed to an edge half-lap joint located at the center of each
diagonal.

Various connections have been used to build the structure described above (see
Figure 3), though not all of them exert the same influence on the seismic resistance
of the structure. The type 1 is a steel–wood nailed joint (Figure 3a), which consists
of a punched steel strip surrounding the wood parts (in a T-shape) and fastened by a
few nails that determine the behavior of the connection. The type 2 is the joint between
the middle of the post, the bracings, and the nogging (i.e., the middle horizontal stud)
(Figure 3b). The connection between the roof and the walls is made by ligature wire, as
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depicted in Figure 3c. The remaining connections (horizontal diaphragm and roof struc-
ture, Figure 3d) are nailed joints.

The timber strength class is C18, with a density ρmean;C18 ¼ 390 kg=m3 according to
European Standard EN 338 (see EN 338 2003). The strip is an FP30/1.5/50 from
Simpson Strong-Tie®, 30 mm wide and 1.5 mm thick. 3� 70 mm plain shank nails
were used (see EN 10230-1 2000) to fasten the strip.

The roof was made with 28 2.5� 0.9 m2 metal sheets 0.5 mm wide (6 kg) fastened to the
timber structure by means of nails.

SHAKE TABLE TEST PROGRAM

A dynamic test has been conducted on an entire timber-framed house with walls filled by
both earth and stones and whose design has been adapted from the Haitian building culture
specifically for purposes of this study (see the “Acknowledgements” section). This test was
intended to analyze the behavior of such a structure under seismic loading.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Shake Table

These dynamic tests were performed at the uniaxial earthquake simulation facility in the
Mechanical Laboratory of the French Institute FCBA. The shake table is composed of a
6� 6 m2 aluminum platform moved by a 250 kN servo-hydraulic actuator (Figure 4).

Shaking Table–Structure Interface

Since the house contains infill panels, it had to be built directly on the table in order to
prevent cracks in the earth. A steel frame was designed to anchor the structure onto the table,
as depicted in Figure 5. The mudsill was locked into the steel frame by means of a wooden
wedge (Figure 5c) and then bolted to it. This study is focused on seismic response of the
timber frame structure with infill and doesn’t take into account the foundation and its con-
nection to the wooden structure. It is assumed that the structure is perfectly connected to the
foundation that is considered as rigid body. Obviously, the failure location depends on the
nature of the structure and of the soil–structure interactions, but in terms of design, the objec-
tive is to make it happen into the steel fasteners of the mudsill to post connections.

Figure 3. Nail connections of the timber structure.
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Seismic Test Sequence (See Table 1)

As indicated above, this test sought to analyze the behavior of this kind of structure under
seismic loading. For this purpose, the seismic loading had to be representative of Haiti’s
12 January 2010 earthquake. Unfortunately, this signal could not be recorded but was instead
designed according to the empirical Green’s function method. This simulated signal is the
so-called Haiti (HTI) 100% in this paper (see Section 3.3.1). Next, in order to analyze the
nonlinear behavior of the structure, the house was subjected to the 200% and 300% signal as
well as to a Guadeloupe (GUA) far-field ground motion (Section 3.3.2). Between the HTI and
GUA signals, the structures were repaired. The reparation process consisted of hammering
back the extracted nails and tightening the loosened ligature wires. To assess the change in
fundamental frequency, the structure was subjected to low-level white noise [0.03 g and
0.5 mm root mean square (RMS)] between each seismic loading.

INSTRUMENTATION

The measurement devices used were placed according to the layout shown in Figure 6.
The accelerometers allowed analyzing the natural frequency evolution, while the draw wire

Figure 5. Anchorage of the structure on the shake table.

Dimensions 6 6 m2

Weight 6 tons

Max. dis. 0.125 m

Max. vel. 0.75 m/s

Max. acc. 4 g

Frequency range 0 - 30 Hz

Figure 4. Shake table characteristics.
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displacement sensor (DWDS) and linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) measure-
ments were compared to results of the digital image correlation (DIC) produced through
high-speed camera pictures, with a subsequent comparison to numerical modeling results.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this constitutes the first time a DIC has been
used to analyze this kind of structure at this scale. As such, let us now focus on the set-
up introduced to perform the DIC.

The Phantom v641 high-speed camera (with a 28 mm lens, 4 megapixels) was used to
capture the eastern shear wall, at a speed of 150 frames per second (fps), in order to obtain the
absolute displacement field of the panel by DIC. The acquisition rate was set to be higher than
the frequencies contained in the seismic signal (<30 Hz, i.e., for a minimum of 30 fps). The
speckled pattern was generated by projecting black, gray, and white paints. The average
speckle dot diameter was approximately 1 cm. The lighting (4,000 W, 4 K alpha version)

Table 1. Seismic test sequence

Seismic test level
Ground
motion

Seismic hazard
level

Amplitude scaling
factor Scaled PGA (g)

1 HTI — 1 0.27
2 0.54
3 0.77
Reparation operation
4 GUA 10%/50Y 1 0.32
Reparation operation
5 GUA — 3.9 1.26

Figure 6. Measurement device position and sign convention.
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was placed 5 m from the wall. This powerful projector was necessary to produce a uniform
and intense lighting. Once the videos were recorded, kinematic field measurements could be
performed by means of a DIC technique with the Tracker software developed by Combe and
Richefeu (2013). Measurement accuracy was about 0.1 pixel or 0.22 mm across the building.

SIMULATED GROUND MOTIONS

For purposes of this research, a strong ground motion had to be simulated since no seis-
mological recording of the 12 January 2010 earthquake is available in Port-au-Prince. Two
signals were simulated, the first corresponding to a Mw 6.8 earthquake occurring 34 km west
of Port-au-Prince, and the second one fitting an empirical response spectrum characteristic of
seismic activity in the French West Indies.

Haiti Ground Motion

Context

Port-au-Prince is located at the southern edge of the Cul de Sac Valley, which is a large rift
valley extending east-to-west from the Haitian coast to the Dominican Republic. Most of the
valley is underlain by young sediments (Lambert et al. 1987), while most of the city of
Port-au-Prince is underlain by Mio-Pliocene deposits including marl, sandstone, siltstone,
and shale in alluvial fans and low foothills (Lambert et al. 1987). The Mio-Pliocene deposits
are expected to be relatively stiff compared to younger, less consolidated Quaternary deposits
(Hough et al. 2010); however, they are also expected to be characterized by lower impedance
than the adjacent hills to the south, which are composed of more highly consolidated
limestone, conglomerate, and volcaniclastic rock (Lambert et al. 1987). Some degree of
sediment-induced amplification is therefore expected throughout Port-au-Prince.

Methodology

Seismic ground motion can be predicted by numerically modeling wave propagation.
Most methods include the source complexity and travel path from the source to the surface.
These deterministic methods, however, are insufficient to accurately predict seismic motion
above a few hertz. The resulting ground motion also depends to a great extent on velocity
model accuracy; hence, most models do not consider amplifications due to Quaternary
deposits.

To predict broadband ground motion, an empirical approach based on the site-specific
empirical Green’s function (EGF) technique (e.g., Hartzell 1978) was adopted. This simula-
tion leads to synthetic ground motion that can be useful for the engineering community
regarding the seismic design and assessment of civil structures. The seismic motion, capable
of being generated in Port-au-Prince, was simulated in considering a scenario using a location
near the 2010 earthquake site. This motion has been simulated for a site exhibiting strong
local effects in the center of Port-au-Prince nearest the targeted epicenter (HVPR, USGS-
BME) (Altidor et al. 2010, Hough et al. 2010). The simulated earthquake has a moment
magnitude equal to 6.8, with a location 34 km from the HVPR station and a focal depth
of 12 km.

The method employed is based on the hypothesis of similarity between earthquakes of
differing magnitudes, in considering that both weak and strong earthquakes are similar pro-
cesses that differ by a scaling factor. The underlying principle is to simulate the recordings of
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a hypothetical future earthquake using the actual recordings of a smaller one that contains
rich information on path and site effects. The stochastic approach proposed by Kohrs-
Sansorny et al. (2005) was implemented. This method is based on a two-step summation
scheme. The SIMULSTOC code offers the advantage of requiring only a few input para-
meters while rapidly generating a large number of possible accelerograms. This method
is also based on the works of Boore (1983), Wennerberg (1990), and Ordaz et al.
(1995). In practice, 500 equivalent source time functions (ESTFs) were generated represent-
ing the time histories of the energy release over the fault at frequencies less than the corner
frequency of the small event set as the EGF. A random, two-step process proposed by Ordaz
et al. (1995), using two probability density functions, was adopted to generate these ESTFs,
whose differences can indirectly account for the different types of ruptures and produce a
large variability in ground motions (Beauval et al. 2009). Next, each ESTF was convolved
with the EGF at the station corresponding to each component. The higher frequency part of
the spectrum (>fc) was then directly modeled by the small event’s spectrum. This method
yields synthetic time histories that, on average, are in agreement with the ω�2 model (Aki
1967 and Brune 1970) and moreover respect a nonconstant stress-drop condition (Beeler
et al. 2003 and Kanamori and Rivera 2004). All method details can be found in Kohrs-
Sansorny et al. (2005). Among the requisite input parameters, the ratio between the
static-stress drop of the target event C is the only one without an associated constraint.
For a practical application in the present simulation, considering a C value of 1 is proposed.

The selected aftershock (taken as an empirical Green’s function) occurred on 3 May 2010
(7:21 pm). Its moment magnitude was measured to be 4.4, and the epicenter was located close
to Logne (18.538 N, 72.643 W). Since the north–south component of the EGF was strongest
at the HVPR station, it was used in theMw 6.8 ground motion simulation. From the 500 simu-
lations, the one with the largest loading between 0.1 and 0.5 seconds of period length was
selected. For low-rise structures, this simulation involves taking the worst-case scenario pos-
sible among our set of synthetics. The result, in terms of elastic response spectrum, is shown
in Figure 7b; Figure 7a displays the corresponding time history in acceleration.

Guadeloupe Ground Motion

Another seismic signal was introduced in order to subject the structure to:

• A signal calibrated on an acceleration spectrum representative of high seismic
hazard zones in the Antilles.

• A different frequency range.
• Optimized shake table capacities.

The generation of this modified natural accelerogram has been adapted from the Miyagi
earthquake (Japan 2003), as measured at the K-Net station and calibrated on an earthquake
spectrum by the relationship developed by Youngs et al. (1997; Guadeloupe scenario,
far-field subduction ground motion), so as to improve spectrum representativeness. This
finding is correlated with a scenario of “strong hazard,” soil B from Eurocode 8 (EN
1998-1 2005), and a probabilistic computational basis with a 475 year return period.
This corresponding seismic hazard level has a 10% probability of exceedance in
50 years (10%/50Y), which satisfies the probability associated with the non-collapse require-
ment in Eurocode 8.
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The time and frequency content of the ground motion, as obtained by the method
described above for the Guadeloupe far-field scenario (PGA ¼ 0.33g), is indicated in
Figure 7.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our results will be presented in three sections, namely: “free vibration tests” to evaluate
the modal properties of the structure; “global building response”; and “observed damage,” as
is customary in articles focusing on the analysis of shake table tests at the structural scale (see
Filiatrault et al. 2002, Filiatrault et al. 2009, Vande Lindt et al. 2010, vande Lindt et al. 2014,
or Bahmani et al. 2014).

FREE VIBRATION TESTS

Before the seismic tests, a modal analysis was conducted by measuring three axis
acceleration responses at each wood member intersection of the structure while subjected
to a white noise excitation. This process yielded the first three modal shapes (Figure 8),
natural frequencies, and damping ratios (Table 2). The first two modes are similar and repre-
sent the transverse wall modes (Figures 8a and 8b). The small frequency difference can be
attributed to the various positions of openings in the shear wall, as well as the intrinsic
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motions.
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differences in the workmanship of the two walls (weight, geometric dimensions, etc.). The
second primary mode is the shear wall vibration (Figure 8c).

At the initial state and after seismic tests, a modal structure was excited by a low-level
white noise base acceleration input with a uniform spectrum (0.5–25 Hz frequency band), a
RMS amplitude of 0.03 g and 0.5 mm for the purpose of evaluating both the frequency drop
in the structure and the destructiveness of previous input signals. An analysis of the structural
modification resulting from successive seismic tests was performed by computing:

• the frequency response function (FRF, Figure 9) between the output acceleration
at node 7 (ACC7) and the input table acceleration (ACC10) obtained during each
low-level white noise input test (Figure 6). As a reminder, the FRF is a representa-
tion in the frequency domain of the ratio between an output and input acceleration
signals;

• the deterioration of the normalized equivalent lateral stiffness (NELS) in the N–S
direction after each seismic test (Figure 10a), in assuming a single-degree-of-
freedom response of the test building. Since the initial fundamental period T0 is
known, as is the fundamental period Ti measured after each seismic test, the
NELS ki as a percentage of initial lateral stiffness k0 can be calculated after
each seismic test as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e1;62;236

ki
k0

¼
�
T0

Ti

�
2

. (1)

Table 2. Natural frequencies and the equivalent viscous damping ratio

Pole Element Frequency (Hz) Damping ratio (%)

1a Transverse wall 5.2 5.2
1b Transverse wall 5.9 5.7
2 Shear wall 10.9 5.3

Figure 8. Fundamental modal shapes of the structures, as obtained through the modal analysis
performed before the seismic tests.
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The NELS remains proportional to the natural frequency of the structure:

• the variations in the first modal equivalent viscous damping ratio (EVDR) mea-
sured in the N–S direction of the test building after each seismic test conducted
(Figure 10(b)). The EVDR of the test building was determined using the half-
power bandwidth method (see, for example, Clough and Penzien 1993) applied
to the FRF peaks.

By means of these graphs, it is now possible to analyze the evolution in structural
damage. In other words:
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• HTI 100%: After the “HTI 100%” seismic test, acceleration remained constant
while the natural frequency (and hence the normalized stiffness) decreased by
4.8% (Figures 9 and 10a). This outcome is due to a slight rearrangement of the
wood–earth interface, involving the removal of some friction interfaces between
the two materials, which would also explain the decrease in NELS shown in
Figure 10a.

• HTI 200%: After this signal, a significant reduction in both the natural frequency
(5 Hz to 4 Hz, i.e., equivalent to a decrease in NELS of approximately 30%) and
amplitude (15.4 to 7.8) are recorded, while the EVDR rises by around 6 points.
These results stem from damage to the steel connections (buckling of steel strips,
nails pulled out, loosening of the ligature wires, and degradation of the wood–earth
interface, Figure 20).

• HTI 300%: In this case, the natural frequency, acceleration amplitude, and NELS all
followed the same trend as in HTI 200%, whereas the EVDR increased very
slightly. This finding can be explained by the fact that the same deterioration pro-
cesses occurred during “HTI 200%” and “HTI 300%” (Figures 20b and 20e); there-
fore, the EVDR and energy dissipation were not much higher than during the “HTI
200%” test.

• Repairing: After this process, the structure returned to the level of natural frequency
obtained during the HTI 200% test; in contrast and as logically expected, the accel-
eration amplitude increased and the EVDR dropped.

• GUA 100%: After this test, it is worthwhile to note that despite the relative harmful-
ness of the seismic signal (in comparison with the two previous ones and the next
one), the energy dissipation shown in Figure 10b reached a maximum value due to
damage to the repaired connections, which is correlated to a decrease in both the
NELS and acceleration amplitude.

• GUA 390%: After this seismic level, a portion of the filling collapsed (Figure 20h),
which significantly reduced the weight of the transverse walls. Despite the increase
in overall structural damage, the NELS therefore remained constant while the accel-
eration amplitude and EVDR decreased.

GLOBAL BUILDING RESPONSE

This section aims to detail the analyses conducted relative to the global deformation and
global hysteretic response.

Global Deformation

In order to obtain the absolute displacement in the structure, DWDS, LVDT sensors, and
a high-speed camera were all employed. As explained above, this effort represents the first
time that a high-speed camera has been used at this structural scale. It was therefore necessary
to validate the results obtained by DIC; Figure 11 depicts the points tracked through the DIC.
Figures 12 and 13 show the comparison of the displacement obtained on the shaking table by
LVDT, DWDS, and by DIC for the various tests performed. The correlation between results
from both measurement methods is quite good, thus validating the use of DIC.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the absolute shake table displacements obtained by DIC and shake
table LVDT (not represented in Figure 3.2).

Figure 11. Points whose displacement is analyzed by the DIC.
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Figure 15 indicates the maximum global deformation obtained during each seismic test.
This depiction was obtained by adopting the following assumptions:

• The deformation shape of the structure is symmetrical about both the N–S and E–W
axes (as illustrated in Figure 14).

• The deformation shape of the transverse beams of the transverse walls can be inter-
polated from the measures of the six DWDS.

Figure 15 highlights various phenomena, namely:

• Shear walls reach their maximum displacement almost always at the same time as
the transverse walls. The deformation of both are indeed correlated.

• Structural damage affects the time when shear walls reach their maximum deforma-
tions as well as the underlying nonlinear evolution in these deformations. After each
signal, the natural period of the building is in fact modified due to the damage sus-
tained, thereby varying the structural response of the subsequent signal. For
instance, during the HTI 100% signal, shear walls reached their maximum displa-
cement 3.33 mm at 18.12 sec, while for HTI 200% this displacement equaled
8.49 mm (i.e., a factor of 2.55) at 20.91 sec. This finding reveals a distinct response
of the building relative to the damage sustained; the present example is also true for
other signals and transverse walls.

• The transverse wall deformation is much greater than that of the shear wall. This
outcome can easily be explained by the absence of a stiff horizontal bracing struc-
ture to prevent this strong deformation and moreover by the fact that the connections
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Figure 13. Comparison of the top relative wall displacements obtained by DIC and DWDS1.
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between wall and roof are quite flexible (ligature wires and common nails). As a
reminder, this structure has been adapted from Haiti’s local building culture through
the use of short pieces of wood and basic connection techniques. This phenomenon
may be substantially mitigated by constructing a floor; this kind of house has
already served to build granaries above the living area.
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Figure 14. Comparison of relative displacements obtained by DWDS.
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• The shear walls are efficient in bracing the structure in the direction of the seismic
loading and merely sustained little damage. The type 1 connections reached their
tensile strength only during the GUA 390% test (Figure 16), although no damage
was visible. The maximum displacement indicated in Figure 16 was obtained from
the tension tests presented in Vieux-Champagne et al. (2014).

Global Hysteretic Responses

Figure 18 exhibits the diagram of the base shear versus the top transverse wall displace-
ment. This base shear was computed by summing the inertia forces of the infill on the basis of
horizontal acceleration recordings. Since the mass is evenly distributed along the walls, the
distribution shown in Figure 17 has been considered herein. For each elementary cell with
infill, the weight of the cell (roughly 150 kg) was evenly divided at its four corners (i.e., at the
intersection of the wood structure where the accelerometers had been installed). The max-
imum base shear and displacement obtained are identified by a red circle on each graph.

Figure 18f shows the evolution in the effective lateral stiffness of the transverse wall
after each ground motion [called “global hysteresis response” (GHR) in the graph caption],
along with a comparison to the normalized lateral stiffness obtained from results of the
frequency response function (FRF). The effective stiffness values have been derived by
computing the slope connecting the positive and negative peak base shear forces and
the corresponding displacement from the graphs in Figure 18. To compare these results,
the following assumption was made: The effective stiffness obtained for HTI 100% of GHR
and FRF are equal.

The hysteretic responses of the structure recorded during the HTI and GUA series high-
light the trend in the case of a nonlinear overall behavior. For HTI 100%, the overall beha-
vior is linear, thus highlighting that the structure is highly resistant to a ground motion
equivalent to the January 12 Haiti earthquake. The slight decrease in natural frequency
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observed in Figure 9 for HTI 100% assimilated with structural rearrangement is no longer
visible here. The nonlinearity and dissipated energy increase as stiffness decreases
(Figure 18f) after each HTI 200% and HTI 300% signal, which reveals the structural
damage (Section 4.3). Following the reparation and during GUA 100%, the overall
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Figure 17. Assumption of the mass distribution to take into account the inertia forces.
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Figure 18. Global hysteretic responses of the transverse wall.
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behavior did not fully recover its linear behavior, and its effective stiffness has only risen
slightly relatively to HTI 300%. This finding can be explained by the irreparable damage
sustained by the wood–infill interface and infill degradation, as well as by the local defor-
mation of wood at the metal connectors. The overall behavior observed during GUA 390%
reflects a typical hysteresis curve with good seismic resistance (to the considerable seismic
ground motion).

From Figure 18f, it can be noted that the effective stiffness obtained with the results
of GHR and FRF yield similar results except for GUA 390%, whose GHR seems to
provide more plausible results since damage observed during this test was the most
significant.

Figure 19 also depicts the diagram of the base shear versus the top shear wall displace-
ment. The same observations as in Figure 18 are applicable here: The connection between
the behavior of the shear wall and the transverse wall can again be highlighted. Figure 19f
shows the evolution in the effective lateral stiffness of the shear wall and transverse wall
after each ground motion and moreover indicates the ratio between the effective stiffness
obtained for the shear wall and that for the transverse wall. This figure underscores the
similar evolution of both curves with the ratio between each pair of values varying between
4.5 and 7.3. It can also be inferred that the behavior of the shear wall benefits from less
damage than the transverse wall; hence, the reparation process exerts less influence on its
behavior.
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Figure 19. Global hysteretic responses of the shear wall.
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OBSERVED DAMAGE

The observed damage is described in Table 3 and Figure 20. During the HTI series, little
damage was noticeable, and all of it was due to deformation of the transverse walls and roof
structure. The steel strip bent and its nails were extracted by several millimeters. At the top
center of the transverse walls, the infill begins to fail and two stones collapse during the HTI
300%. Otherwise, the roof structure remained flexible thanks to the slenderness of the bra-
cings and common nail connections, which could be pulled out relatively easily (not the case
during HTI 100%). After the reparation, the structure sustained little damage during GUA
100%, with another pull-out of the roof structure bracing. Lastly, the ground motion GUA
390% heavily damaged the structure with, in particular, a collapse of two infill triangles on a
transverse wall. The horizontal bracing between the eastern shear wall and the northern trans-
verse wall was stripped (Figure 20f). The shear wall damage was visible from GUA 390%.
Some infill triangles began to pull out from the wood structure (Figure 20k), and damage in
the type 1 connection was indeed significant, as shown in Figure 20i and emphasized again in
Figure 16.

Table 3. Observed damage

Ground
motion Infill

Type-1
connection

Ligature
wire

Roof
structure

Horizontal
bracing

HTI 100% — — — — —

HTI 200% Top sill–infill
separation

Light bending
of steel strip
and nails
extracted
(2–3 mm)
(Figure 20b)

— Slight extraction
of vertical stud
and bracing
(Figure 20c)

—

HTI 300% Collapse of
two stones
(Figure 20d)—
failure of the
mortar at the
top sill–infill
separation

Nails extracted
(Figure 20e)

Ligature
wires
loosened

Pull out of a
bracing

Slight ligature
deformation
and local
wood
deformation

Reparation operation
GUA 100% — — — Pulled out of

a bracing
—

Reparation operation
GUA 390% Damage and

collapse of
two triangle
cells of infill
(Figures 20h
and 20k)

Bending of
steel strip
and nails
pull off
(Figures 20g
and 20i)

Ligature
wires
loosened
and detached
(Figure 20j)

Buckling failure
of a bracing –

Celling joist
pulled out
(Figure 20l)

Bracing pulled
out
(Figure 20f)
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(a) Damage location

(b) HTI 200%:
Connection–
Location 6:
North transv.wall

(c) HTI 200%:
Roof bracing–
Location 1: South
transv.wall

(d) HTI 300%:
Filling–Location 7:
South transv.wall

(e) HTI 300%:
Connection–Location 7:
South transv. wall

(f) GUA 390%: Bracing–
Location 2:
 North transv.wall

(g) GUA 390%:
Connection–
Location 7: 
South transv.wall

(h) GUA 390%: Filling
Location: South transv.wall

(i) GUA 390%:
Connection–
Location 4: West shear
wall

(j) GUA 390%: Ligature
wire–Location 8: West
shear wall

(k) GUA 390%:
Infill–Location 5:
East shear wall

(l) GUA 390%: Celling joist
–Location 3: Roof

Figure 20. Damage.
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CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the last step of a multiscale experimental program (Vieux-
Champagne et al. 2014) aimed at testing the entire structure. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, this seismic testing campaign is the first one ever performed on a timber-framed
structure with infill. For this purpose, the campaign has focused on experimental observations
along with an analysis based on free vibration tests and seismic tests.

To conduct this test, a seismic ground motion has been designed by the Nice-based
CEREMA (France) to subject the structure to a seismic hazard similar to the one that occurred
on 2010 January 12 in Haiti (due to the context of this study). Subsequently, a seismic ground
motion representative of high seismic hazard zones found in the Antilles was used.

The free vibration tests allowed detecting the first three natural frequencies of the build-
ing and their evolution after each seismic ground motion. From these results, damage was
identified; moreover, some characteristic seismic values were computed (e.g., the effective
lateral stiffness and the equivalent viscous damping ratio).

The global response of the building was analyzed through the results of displacement
measurement sensors (DWDS, LVDT, and DIC) and accelerometers. First, the DIC was vali-
dated from DWDS results by virtue of the authors’ knowledge: This was the method’s first
successful implementation at this scale. These databases made it possible to plot a three-
dimensional view of the global deformation and to better understand the overall structural
behavior. The transverse wall deformation was especially important for its dimensions due to
the lack of horizontal bracing in the structure, whose design had been based on existing
Haitian structures. On the other hand, the transverse wall did not fail after the five seismic
ground motions; however, two infill triangles collapsed, which could have been harmful for
dwelling occupants. This issue would not be any more serious for multistory buildings since
the floor, rigid in comparison to the transverse wall, would limit the effect and prevent against
deformation accumulation. The shear walls underwent only limited deformation (at the top of
the walls) and adequately braced the structure. For instance, the maximum displacement was
45 mm for GUA 390%, whereas a modern timber-framed wall [OSB12 panels with 1.5 tons
at the top of the wall (Humbert et al. 2014 and Boudaud et al. 2014)] reaches 44 mm for GUA
320% (and in similar experimental configurations: ground motion, shake table, etc.). The
global hysteretic response has been analyzed through the base shear versus the top displace-
ment of both the transverse wall and shear wall. These results served to highlight the similar
shape of the hysteretic responses of both walls, which experienced significant deformation
and dissipated a large amount of energy. The lateral effective stiffness was computed on the
basis of hysteretic response results, in demonstrating the evolution of damage after each
ground motion. An interesting correlation has been drawn between the results obtained
from the GHR and FRF, revealing that FRF can provide significant results as regards the
evolution in structural behavior after each ground motion. The seismic vulnerability of
the transverse wall was then pointed out by comparing its effective stiffness evolution to
that of the shear wall.

The last section focused on damage observed during the experimental campaign. It was
revealed that the main damage was located in the steel connectors and infill. After each
ground motion, the nailed connections did in fact began to pull out, especially at the top
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of the transverse walls and on the roof structure. The damaged infill panels confirm that a
substantial amount of energy was dissipated both in the panels and at their interface with the
wood structure. In the case of the shear wall, the infill damage was limited. The behavior of
infill during seismic ground motion therefore is particularly valuable since it enhances the
lightweight wood structure’s efficiency in resisting highly harmful ground motion while sus-
taining only minor overall damage due to fiber reinforcement of the earth. It must be pointed
out however that for the ground motion GUA 390% (Figure 20k), two infill panels were
pulled-out out-of-plane, which is a key issue in preventing injury to dwelling occupants,
even though this risk is technically easy to mitigate (e.g., a wire mesh nailed onto the
inner face of the wall).

This article has confirmed that timber-framed structures with infill exhibit relatively high
seismic resistance and, thanks to the shake table test, provide direct proof to the scientific
community as well as to those leading reconstruction efforts in Haiti and elsewhere that this
type of structure, in relying on local knowledge, can be used in new construction. Moreover,
this article enhances the state of knowledge of seismic-resistant behavior relative to tradi-
tional wood-framed structures with infill.

This experimental campaign at the 4-scale of the structure contributes relevant results to
completing not only the analysis performed at scales 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 1) but also the experi-
mental multi-approach that allows developing a model to predict the behavior and assess the
vulnerability of timber-framed structures with infill under seismic loading conditions.
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